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Abstract 
 

Automatically extracting organization names from 
the affiliation sentences of articles related to biomedi-
cine is of great interest to the pharmaceutical marketing 
industry, health care funding agencies and public health 
officials. It will also be useful for other scientists in 
normalizing author names, automatically creating cita-
tions, indexing articles and identifying potential re-
sources or collaborators. Today there are more than 18 
million articles related to biomedical research indexed 
in PubMed, and information derived from them could 
be used effectively to save the great amount of time and 
resources spent by government agencies in understand-
ing the scientific landscape, including key opinion 
leaders and centers of excellence. Our process for ex-
tracting organization names involves multi-layered rule 
matching with multiple dictionaries. The system 
achieves 99.6% f-measure in extracting organization 
names.  
 

1. Introduction 
 

It takes an average of 17 years for research evi-
dence to reach practical application, and although 
more scientific discoveries are being achieved 
now than ever before, translating biomedical dis-
coveries into practical treatments doesn’t seem to 
occur much faster than 100 years ago [1]. One of 
the most important requirements to erase this gap 
from discovery to application is to connect “those 
who produce the knowledge with those who apply 
it”.  One step in that direction is to develop auto-
mated techniques that can accurately pinpoint the 
organizations involved in specific areas of re-
search, such as the centers of excellence involved 
in the study of a particular disease, or those that 
use specific techniques. This can be achieved by 
mining the affiliation information from PubMed, 

and mapping it to the MeSH terms and other 
keywords (such as specific genes) extracted from 
the abstract, thus allowing public health officials 
and other interested researchers in pharmaceutical 
or biotechnology companies to rapidly identify 
the main players for specific advances. 

On the financial side, pharmaceutical compa-
nies spend an average of 24% of their total mar-
keting budgets in identifying the Key Opinion 
Leaders and centers of excellence [2, 3]. By ana-
lyzing large-scale social networks of organiza-
tions, it is possible to analyze complete scientific 
communities with thousands of organizations in 
order to discover research clusters and trends. 
One of the essential requirements in building such 
a large-scale social network is a process to auto-
matically extract organization names.  
 

2. Background 
 

2.1. Organization Named Entities 
 

Currently, there is no standard style for listing an 
author's affiliation – it is a free form text field 
with some moderate cultural preferences to list 
Institution, then City, State, and Country.  How-
ever, there are wide variations in style. For exam-
ple, a person may list Department first and then 
institution or visa-versa. 

In a previous attempt at recognizing organiza-
tion names [4], it was assumed that most of the 
affiliation strings in PubMed articles adhere to 
the format: [address component], [address com-
ponent], …, [country].[email]. Their rules as-
sumed that the affiliation sentences have the 
name of the country explicitly and the organiza-
tion one of their keywords. However, there are 
many affiliation sentences which disobey these 
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assumptions. For example:- In “Centaur Science 
Group, 1513 28th St NW, Washington, DC 20007 
USA. (PubMed ID: 16796054)”, Centaur Science 
Group is an independent company that doesn’t 
contain any of their key words. Thus, to create a 
system that recognizes organization names with 
high accuracy, we need to apply rules at multiple 
levels, with each level gradually converting the 
unstructured input text into structured fields.  

We are initially focusing our work for identify-
ing organizations from the United States. Since 
the United States contributes more than 25% of 
the articles in PubMed and has the highest share 
in the pharmaceutical industry market and re-
search funding for most of the disease areas, it is 
justified to start with building a highly accurate 
system specific to the US, rather than lose per-
formance in attempts to generalize the process. In 
future, we would expand our scope, while main-
taining performance, by having custom-tailored 
rules for each country we wish to consider.  

PubMed requires the journals submitting papers to 
send a single field representing the organization name 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query/static/spec.h
tml). Usually this is the organization of the first author, 
and in some cases the organization which appears first 
in the journal abstract. There are many organizations 
which are present in multiple places. For the purposes 
of further analysis, these organizations are different, 
while they could potentially have some resources in 
common. 
 
2.2. Organization NER in context 
 

There are mainly two relevant hierarchies of 
named entity types that have been proposed in the 
literature. The BBN categories [5], proposed in 
2002 for a Question Answering task, consist of 29 
types and 64 subtypes. Sekine's extended hie-
rarchy [6], also proposed in 2002, is made of 200 
subtypes. According to the BBN Hierarchy, our 
specific NER problem breaks down into identify-
ing 4 major types of entities: a) Organization 
name – for classifying the names of the actual re-
search groups, b) Geo-Political Entity name – 
names of country, state and city, c) Facility name 
– names of buildings and other man-made struc-
tures, and d) Contact Info – Address, email and 
URL. In MUC-7, the best system scored 93.39% 

of f-measure while human annotators scored 
97.60% and 96.95% for this task. 

Early NER systems were mostly based on 
hand-crafted rules which in general have a good 
performance but at the expense of great amount 
of labor done by experts familiar with the text, 
usually computational linguists. In recent years, 
many NER systems for different entities are being 
replaced by supervised learning systems which 
need lesser investment of time, and where rules 
are automatically created from the positive and 
negative examples. Unfortunately, such systems 
require lots of annotated data. To our knowledge, 
there are no publicly available annotated corpora 
for the different organization-related named enti-
ties discussed above. This, coupled with the de-
mand for a high f-measure, forced us to build a 
rule-based system. Fortunately, since the affilia-
tion sentences are much more structured than 
general English, this task was made more viable.  

 

3. Methods 
 

The Vedic “Neti, Neti – 
Not this, Not this” golden 
rule of the elimination of 
untruth till one lands up 
at the feet of truth in-
spired us while extracting 
the organization names 
from the affiliation sen-
tence. This is especially 
true in cases when it is 
easier to ascertain what 
doesn’t belong to a set we are trying to build than 
what belongs. The other 3 types of named entities 
– geopolitical entity name, facility name and con-
tact info – conform better to the general pattern 
than the most important entity, organization 
name. This is mainly because of the idiosyncra-
sies of the variegated set of the peoples responsi-
ble for naming an organization. So, we first find 
the phrases which represent only the country, 
email id, URL, state, city, and address (in that or-
der) and then consider the left-over phrases to see 
if they represent organization names. Fig. 1 shows 
the sequence. 

 

While this is the general framework, each sub-
task, say determining the name of the country, re-
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quires use of multiple rules and multiple dictiona-
ries. In total there are 30 different manually veri-
fied dictionaries or lists generated from databases 
such as the Geoworldmap database [7]. For ex-
ample:- Internet domain – country dictionary, 
stop words list, and key words for addresses. 

Once the country, state, email addresses and 
URLs are removed, the sentences are broken into 
phrases. Those phrases which only represent an 
address or a geopolitical entity are also removed. 
While breaking into phrases, we take care that the 
common suffixes of organizations such as – LLC, 
Ltc, etc are not separated. Before checking 
whether a phrase is an organization, all the acro-
nyms are matched by a regular expression and 
they are replaced by their full form using an 
acronym dictionary that was built using [8]. If the 
phrase contains an O-Key or Organization key 
word, then it is considered an organization. If 
there is no O-Key in the phrase, but the phrase 
has a person name or has a scientific term, then 
also the phrase is considered as an organization.   

 

4. Evaluation 
 

 
 
We obtained 6042 Medline abstracts (with affilia-
tion) related to “Atrial Fibrillation” published be-

tween the years 2004 and 
2008. Since we are evaluat-
ing a system that is expected 
to have near 100% perfor-
mance, it is better that mul-
tiple experts carefully scru-
tinize each result produced 
by the system. So, we de-
cided to follow the standard 
evaluation design suggested 
for such a scenario as 
shown in Figure 2. The me-

trics for evaluation such as true positive, false 
positive, false negative, precision, recall and f-
measure follow usual definitions as in [9]. Out of 
the 6042 articles, 1828 were predicted to be from 
USA. The three data analysts commissioned with 
the task of validating the results reported 100.0% 
accuracy in determining the articles from USA 
and found 39 sentences with false positives and 2 
sentences with false negatives. Since there are 
multiple organizations in a sentence, a false posi-

tive in the sentence doesn’t make the whole result 
for the sentence a false positive if at least one or-
ganization is correctly recognized; same is the 
case with false negative. For the sentence which 
doesn’t have false positives and false negatives, 
the precision and recall are 1.0. The average pre-
cision and average recall are calculated by finding 
the arithmetic mean of the precision and recall of 
the 1800 sentences. The average precision is 
0.992, the average recall is 0.999 and so, the av-
erage f-measure is 0.996. It might be worthy to 
appreciate this result in comparison with the cur-
rent state of art [4] of 87% accuracy for all coun-
tries. 
 

5. Conclusion 
 

We have presented a highly accurate Named Enti-
ty Recognition system for organizations in the af-
filiation sentences in PubMed abstracts. 
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